Zoom Settings for Running Contests
Log into your Profile page or account online.

Not a requirement to run an actual meeting but under your profile
you can set a Host Key that can be given to another individual as a
backup in case you are not able to start the meeting as Host (you
are delayed in traffic, hit by bus, etc.). Another person can select
to take over as Host if they have the Host Key. Issue? If Waiting
Room is set ON they cannot enter the meeting to take it over. You
must have Waiting Room OFF at the start of the meeting. Once
they enter, they can take over Host, and turn the Waiting Room on.
Host key looks like this. You can create your own number and see it if you click on Show.

Now we can move down to Settings and look at some of
those.
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Ensure you have the Waiting Room ON – at least after the Host has entered the meeting. You
do that at the Security Button at bottom of Zoom meeting screen. Everyone who enters after
the Host should be put through the Waiting Room to keep anonymity of attendees and contest
officials – namely Judges.

A good idea is to customize the Waiting Room. In my waiting room I will probably show:
Please be patient as we only let 1 person in at a time. We do not let the Audience in
until all Contest Officials and Contestants have been admitted and moved to their
respective Briefing Breakout Rooms. Once the contest starts you will only be let in
during the 1 minute of silence between speakers. If you seem to have been waiting too
long you can contact the Zoom Tech by text at 204-999-9999.
Something like that. Gives them something to read while waiting. The Zoom Host is able to
send messages to the Waiting Room as updates, however they cannot respond.

We do need to ensure Phone users (who dial in) can attend so we do not want them blocked.
Ensure they are allowed to join the meeting.
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I have the Host and Participant Video ON when they join. During the meeting we will be asking
almost everyone to turn Video OFF but nice to see who the person is entering from the Waiting
Room.

Telephone and computer audio on
Do not allow participants to join before the Host starts the meeting. Otherwise you may have a
room full waiting for before you even start the meeting. If that does happen, to ensure
anonymity of Contest Officials, you could move the early arrivers to a separate Break Out room
until the contest starts.

For this type of meeting we should MUTE participants when they enter or they could disturb
things when they enter.
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Decide in advance if you will leave the Chat function activated. With this setting members can
use the Chat, which might be useful for Club Contests. However, once we are into Area,
Division and District it might be wise to disable the Chat. This will depend on what other
methods are used to communicate.

You may want to ensure members can share files – such as Judging forms. However, if the chat
is off then this is pointless.

Very important - ensure the Host can add Co-Hosts as you will assign many.

Sharing needs to be ON so they can display Contest Agenda, Contestant order, and certificates
during the meeting.
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The nice to have? Once the contest starts we instruct everyone to turn their video feed off to
reduce bandwidth usage. You could leave them ON, but I have shown these feedback items
OFF as they probably won’t be used or have an effect.

Couple of the most important settings. Members need to rename themselves to be
anonymous and their profile pictures need to be blank when they turn their video off.
With this setting all you see is their name on the screen. This is much better than trying
to educate all users on how to make their profile blank on a variety of devices.

Ensure Break Out Rooms is ON as you need to create several for the meeting. Only the
Host can create them, Co-Host can move in and out of them.
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Now these are some interesting settings and might be a topic of discussion in a
Contestant Briefing. I turned the Video Filters off as I thought no one needs fake rabbit
ears to compete. But they might. As well I turned off the ability to run a video
background as that feature adds to bandwidth usage. I left the Virtual Background ON
as many are starting to use those.
Critical point – the Zoom Host needs to know if a Contestant wants to make use of the
Virtual Background during their speech. If yes, that function needs to be turned on in
advance of the meeting starting as you cannot edit that setting once the meeting starts.
Therefore, I suggest it be turned ON as the default. The two other settings are
negotiable??

As the contests get larger (probably Division and District) there is a need to move some
of the audience off of Zoom. That can be done via a livestream to YouTube. I livestream
to YouTube via that last link below. Separate information can be made available.

Not necessary for a contest, but I like to be alerted when someone has joined the
meeting. That might be minutes before I start, or days (some people check to see if
they can connect). Great to know.
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When you do Schedule the meeting use these settings.
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In meeting settings
Once everyone turns off their video, except for the Timer and the Contestant, it is good for the
Contestant to check “Hide non-video participants” so that they will only see the Timer and
themselves. The contestant NEEDS to be able to see the Timer. They can also check “See
myself as the active speaker while speaking” but everyone should be muted and video should
be turned off so there is no one else to see.

Note: when you Hide non-video participants Zoom will not allow you to move people around on
the screen (in case you want to move someone to the top).
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Just a note on Breakout Rooms – in February
2021 Zoom added a feature to allow members
to select which room they want to join. Do not
use that during contests as we do not want
members wandering into Briefing Rooms
accidently.
Set the room to be “Assign Manually” as the
Tech person, Host or Co-Host will be moving
the applicable Contest Officials and Contestants
to the relevant Breakout Room.
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